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ASSESSMENT IN AMERICAN HIGHSVEDUCATION:
AN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

"Does_the outcome (of a college_education) bear the impress of a clear,consistent and valiii_purpose? Goes the thing prove as education to havebeen worth while?" (Flexner, 1908)

"How and to what exent (is) a student's mind changed by contact with aneducational program." (Haggerty, 1937)

-1s college worth While?_ Are colleges really training_people both tolive and to make a_living?... HOW mucK do colleges teach and studentslearn that sticks by them in adult life? That is useful and important?That fades away? That might have been replaced with better teaching,better mateHals?" (Pace, 1941)

Questions similar to these are being asked today, as they have been
asked before, to instigate assessments regarding different aspects of the

college experience. Students, colleges, and technology have changed, but the

questions have not.

What can we gain by examining the history of assessment in higher

education? The major reason is to improve the quality of our thinking, to

sharpen the questions being addressed. We can also borrow and improve on

methods that have been developed and tried previously, providing us with a

broader context for investigating questions and interpreting results. Since

many of today s questions are not new, we can profit from examining the

investigationS of the past designed to answer-. these or similar questions, and. .
we can learn from mistakes that have been made in these assessments. Finally,

if we try to determine the impact of past studies, We may better prepare for

and project the impact of studies begun today.

In thiS paper we will begin with a brief look at terminology in

contemporary use. Although primary focus of the paper will be on the post

World War II period, we will first take a backward look at assessment
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Oactices in the early years of higher eoucation. We will then ekemine studies

organized according to particular questions that they have addressed: focused

on either the college, the curriculum, or the students, as illustrated in

Table 1. We provide this background as a perspective for consideration of

contemporary issues.

Assessment Terminology

Assessment it the word everyone iS using these days. In the patti other

terms have seen used (e.g. testihgi examining). However, attettMent is not a

WeW concept or practice: atisssment tools and methods have been used for many

years to answer questions like those posed above, aboui- students* prOgrams,

and institutions.

Before looking at hoW eStessment procedures have been used to answer

questions such as those posed earlier, we first need to define this and other

terms that are often uSed in this context: test, measurement, and evaltiationi

Mehrens and Lehmann(1984) have provided the following distinctions:

I. Test is the narrowest of the terms, defined as the presentation of a

standard set of questions to be answered.

2. Measurement often connotes a broader concept than tests: we can

measure characteristics in Ways other than by giving tests (e.g. using

observations, rating scales; etc.). Measurement can refer to both the

score obtained and the process used.

3. Evaluation is often defined as the determination of the congruence

between performance and objectives, and connotes a professional

judgment or the process that allows one to make such a judgment about

the desirability or value of something.

4. Assessment can refer to the diagno-is of an individual's problems, or

2
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can be used broadly as a synonyM for evaluation.

Some of these definitions have changed over the years. Assessment is now

often used interchangeably with evaluation, measureMent, or testing. However,

assessment has come to be the preferred term, with respect to education in

general and postsecondary education in particular. Until recently, assessment

often had a 'legal or business connotation, having to do with objective

appraisal, and did not appear in indices of education books or as a key word

in the ERIC system relating to measurement and evaluation. This connotation

may be due the word's Latin derivation from a word meaning "to sit beside" or

"assist in the office of the judge" (Hartle, 1985), wjiich refers to the

process of gathering data and assembling evidence, so that judgements of value

can be made by someone else. The seeming objectivity of the data gathered

along with the separation of data collection from value judgements appear to

be the basis 'for the preferred usage of this term.

Assessment practices in the early years of American Higher Education

Whether or.not the term was used, assessment has been part of American

Higher education since the founding of the first college (Harvard) in 1636. At

that time and during the next century, colleges were modeled after those of

Cambridge and Oxford. They had quite limited missions in preparing men for the

clergy and/or public service. The entrance requirements for college, Which

were assessed by oral recitations, were knoWledge of Greek and Latin

literature and languages. There Was a common expectation as to what students

Were supposed to gain from a college education through a common curriculum in

classical languages, literature, and mathematics. There were also common

examinations, in which all students were examined in the same way on the same

topics (Harris, 1986). The examinations were public events where officials
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governor came to hear the recitations and to celebrate what the

students had achieved. Students were ranked publicly at graduation, and it was

not until 1828 (Rudolph, 1962) that this rinkini was based on achievement

alone, and was not heavily weighted by judgments of "character.'

The otner major form of assessment in the early colleges, which occured

both during the year and at commencement, was disputations. Two students were

assigned a thesis (a statement of universal truth) to argue, proving through

deduction the validity of the thesis. An example of a thesis from 1769 was

'Human reason alone does not suffice to explain how the true religion was

introduced and built up so firmly in the world, (Rualph, 1962). Rudolph

noted the commencement disputations used as an examination of what students

had learned during four years served 'to put on di play not only the senior

class but the truths they had been taught,' (p. 30).

Changes in American Higher Education

Colleges changed dramatically during the 1800s, especially in the last

half of the century. With a rapid increase and interest in scientific

information, teaching became more specialized. Lectures began to replace

Written materials. As the curriculum began to Change and expand, there was

soon little agreement as to what courses comprised a college education. Citing

a need for variety, and not uniformity of educational products, Eliot

introduced the elective systEm at Harvard in 1865 (Rudolph, 1962).

Along with the college curricula, the types of colleges had also

chanoed. in 1824 the first technical school was set up, and by the mid-1800's

there was a push to establish land-grant colleges for "the democracy,

(Brubacher & Rudy, 1976). Following the establishment of female seminaries in

1826 and 1828, the first women's colleges were founded in the South in 1836

and 1838, and Oberlin College inaugurated coeducation in 1837. The first



Bleck colieges were founded in 1849 and 1851 (BrubaChir & Rudy, 1976).

By the early 1900's there were more technical colleges, land-grant

collegesi and more women and Blacks enrolled in higher education programs. The

Carnegie Commission reported that during this time the proportion of the

college-age population enrolled in college grew from less than 1 percent in

1870, to 4 percent in 1900, to 20 percent of whites and 10 percent of

nonwhites ir 1925 (Withey, 1971).

During this time of change, people were already looking at what was

wrong with the colleges. As early as 1827, inquiries began at Yale concerning

reform of the college curriculum, culminating in the Yale Report of -19e8-.: This

report led to a full=scale inquiry into the nature of higher education in

America (Rudolph, 1962). Defending the notion that the mind is a receptacle

and a muscle waiting to be trained, the report gave a convincing argument to

keep colleges a.; they were. Because of the long reaching effects of this

report, the Americar college curriculum remained almost unchanged until after

the Civil War.

In contrast to the resistance to reform at Yale, the president of BroWn,

Francis Wayland, presented a critique of the collegiate system and urged

curricular reform (1842). His argument revolved around the costs of financing

colleges. He criticized colleges for not meeting the needs of the public, and

argued that in order to 'induce men to pursue a collegiate course,' the

classical course of study should be changed. Then, more men would want to

attend and pay for their college education, reducing the price of tuition and

increasing available funds for salaries and buildings (Rudolph, 1962).

AlthcJgh best known for his 1913 critique of medical education, Flexner

had previously raised the question of 'what's wrong with the colleges' in Iht

American College: A Criticism, (1908). His 'assessment' was based on his own

experiences as headmaster of a preparatory school, as well as on visits to
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Several colleges, conversations with teachers at all types of schools, and
comparisons with European universities. He analyzed the edmcational process
from the preparation of students in secondary school to the coapletion of a

baccalaureate degree, and questioned whether this process was worthwhile.
flexner believed that standards were not high enough and that the college
curriculum was 'chaotic. He recommended a "way out,' through reassertion of
the priority of colleges on undergraduate, rather than graduate education.

Assessment Since World War II

In order to look at the role of assessment in American higher education,

we have chosen to focus on the more recent period which followed World War II.
The most dramatic changes have occurred in postsecondary education in the
period since World War IT, with respect to the numbers and types of students.
Begining with the returning war veterans, people of increasingly diverse
abilititiet and preparation :began to attend college. Where colleges once
controlled the quality of their graduates by the people they admitted and used
to be defined by the skills people needed before they were tidaitted, now
procedures changed dramatically as students with diverse skills were being
.admitted to open admissions colleges.

Rather than give a chronological listing of assessment studies and
activities, we have chosen to organize major assessment studies according to
the questions used to instigate the assessment, highlighting some of the
'landmark' studies as shown in Table 1. Thes.a questions focus on the
curriculum, the studentsi or the colleges.

Ouestionsabout the Curriculum

Perhaps the most interesting studies are those that involved the
curriculum and the achievement of the goals of a general education. These
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for Competence in the general field of knowlege, and to place students in an

easier relationship with their instructor. There was also the belief, as

Harris has phraSed it, that "someone other than the cook should taste the

pudding" (Harris, 1986); However, this procedure led to undue reliance on

multiple-choice, machine graded examns, rather than essays, and Was eventually

abandoned.

When Basic College of Michigan State University was created in the 1940,

an examiner's office headed by Paul Dressel, was established to work with

faculty in preparing examinations for Basic College courses, (Pace, 1984).

The comprehensive exams that evolved at this college covered courses that

required 'three terms of work,' required two sessions of two hours each,

covered a wide range of abilities (rather than recall of factual knoWlege) and

included material from general areas not actually included in course

materials. There were several purposes to this testing program, including:

1. To recognite individual differences in students and to allow them to

progress at varying rates in accordance with these differences.

2. To encourage-the retention and integration of knoWledge accumulated

over a period of three terms.

3. To place emphasis on objective evidence of achievement rather than on

completion of a stereotyped sequence of activities.

4. To replace the varying and occasionally highly subjective judgements

of many different instructors by one uniform system of grading all

students.

5. To improve the quality of examinations by assigning the task of

constructing examinations to interested and qualified individuals who

are given adequate time for the job. (Dressel, 1949, p.B)

The separation of grading from instruction resulted in some negative

8
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reactions, particularly for faculty who felt their prestige, power, and

authority had been weakened and their credibility as graders questioned.

Ouestions_about Students

Who should 00 ts fr s

SOS* of the earliest stes asked 'who should go to college,"hOW

should they be selected, and "what should colleges do for students?' These

questions were addressed in the extensive study by Learned and Wood (1938).

For almost a decade (beginning in 1915) these investigators studied the

relations of higher and secondary education in the Pennsylvania, 'with a vieW
_

to finding ...ut what education in school and college has done to certain

individuals," (p.xi). The first part of the study presented information on

college senior examinations (referred to as an academic inventory for the

baccalaureate mind) and the second part deals with the background of students

As they leave high school and proceed to college. The study is attributed as a

landmark in the giving up the reliance on the system of Carnegie units of high

school study which had been introduced in 1908 as a way of specifying

aunission requirements for college (Jessup, 1937). These authors criticized

the idea of time spent instead of measuring what students knew on entering

college. Instead, they argued that there should be less emphasis upon unit-

credits and more emphasis on the attainments and growth of individual

students.

Learned and Wood developed and administered subject area tests (such as

"the physical world," "the social world,' and "western civilization') to

thousands of students, and extensively analyzed the results. In discussing

their conclusions, the authors presented a plan for 'schooling organized for

self-education,' which would require a new design in which 'provision for the

recognition of cumulative progress in knowlege measured coMparably and

9
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comprehensively" was strongly recommended. They encouraged gathering

information to uie in better understanding students as they enter, providing

a0Oropriate educational experiences, and flexible COUrte Offerings, and upged

better connections betWeen students and faculty, and colleges. MeaSeement of

knowledge was stressed repeatedly as a means for recognizing progress. The
:authors described a failure to provide further edUtation for high=school

Students who coUld prOfit by it, and recommended hew answers to the question

of who should go to College, how financial aid Should be given, and who should

teach.

The ques'ion of who should go to college was also addressed by the

commission appoi :ed by President Truman in 1946 to re-exiihine the American

higher education systeM (President's Commission on Higher Education, 1947). In

their report on defining the responsibilities of colleges and universities,

they addressed the increasing numbers of Americans desiring higher education

for themselves or their children. The commission proposed that every American

should be "enabled and encouraged to carry his education, formal and informal,

as far as his native capacities permit...No society can long remain free
unless its members are freemen, and men are not free where ignorance

prevails," (p.101). Consequently, the commission urged all barriers to

educational opportutnity to be abolished immediately (Brubacher & Rudy, 1976).

The commission projected that college enrollments would double, estimating

that at least 49 percent of the population had the ability to complete 14

years of schooling, and at least 32 percent of the population had the ability

to completed an advanced liberal or specialilzed profesional educati^n, Free

Public education was to be extended to include tWo years of college,

initiating the establishment of community colleges.

ita.slia1=--.A.t.th_e_itaclealgstdeater
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In addition to looking at the gains in knowledge and achievement of the

desired outcomes of a general education, researcher also looked at the nature

Of the college experience and itS effett on the personal, social, and

intellectual development of students. The questions asked were: 'what happens

to students, "how do they change during college,' and 'ow can we develop \

(/1-re2r)
their potential?' Major investigators in this area have been Sanford (1966),

Feldman and Newcomb (1969), and Astin (1977).

Sanford viewed colleges as institutions for human development, and

studied the ways is Which students develop and change during their college

years. He reported on several studies done at Vassar college in the 1950s,

and identified certain aspects of personality that were subject to change

between freshman and senior years. Large numbers of female college freshmen

had been interviewed as part of a series of Mellon Foundation studies at

Vassar. Using interview data along with test scoreS and self-assessments;

signifidant gains in development were fOUnd, and a scale was developed to

Measure these changes. Later; SanfOrd and Aielrod (1979) continued to address

the problem of how students Change in college. They described the diversity of

students, and urged for a better fit between students and institutiOnt. They

showed how the question of 'who should go tO C011ege which had been studied

earlier; changed to -who should go where and for what"; and cited extensive

StUdies at the University Of California; Berkeley on the different

characteristics of institutiont and students at particular institutions.

In -F-ouf--Critical Years., Astin (1977) analyzed data from the largest

natiOnWide study of student development eve^ Undertaken; He used data from

over 200,000 students and 300 inStitutions, collected over ten years by the

Cooperative Institutional Research Program (CIRP) of the American Council on

Education, Over BO outcomes were measured, including attitudes, values,

aspirationS; persistence; and achievement. Astin studied the affect on these

11
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outcomes of attendence at different types of colleges, along with student
maturation and development. In his conclusions he offered several

recomMendations for policy and practice, such as striving to get students more
involved, finding ways to minimize the number of loW grades given (such as
moving to a criterion rather than a normative grading system, due to the
negative impact of receiving low grades on student motivation), and following

recommendations to reduce attrition.

One of the first people to question the value of a college education was
Pace in his study of 951 alumni of the University of. Minnesota (1941).

Because of the greater numbers and greater diversity of students attending

college, Pace addressed the problem of whether or not people were benefitting

from the kind of education that collegeS offered. He tried to answer the
question 'is college worthwhile, by looking at what people are like after

attending college. This question was also triggered by the greater numbers of

students dropping out before completing a college degree.

Pace began by Addressing common concerns at that time that education

should be more effective, that higher education should be better organized,
with less emphasis on specialization Within colleges, and that new information

on colleges and student
characteristics should be utilized. In response, Pace

decided to do a folloW-up study of a cross=section of students who had entered

the University of Minnesota from 1924 to 1929. It took more than a year to
develop a questionnaire to be used that filled a fifty-two page booklet. More

than a thousand questions were asked under four headings: earning a living,

home and family lift, socio-civic affairs, and personal life. The results of

the study indicated that adults have by and large "failed to see their own

lives and their contemporary world as parts of an integrated whole." (p. 125)
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The author believes that serious implications have not yet been fully realized

by college educators or generally provided for in the college curriculums. In

other words, the results were dismaying, and caused the author to urge for a

rethinnkng and restucturing of general education;

The question of the value of a college education was also addressed by

Bowen (1977). He analyzed and integrated many different sources of data to

investigate the question "Is higher education .today worth the cost, and

looked at the outcomes resulting from the entire system of American higher

education. He examined impacts of higher education on its students as

individuals, looking at emotional and moral development, growth in practical

competence, and views of students and alumni about the value of their

education; Bowen concluded that the personal development and life enrichment

exceeded the monetary benefits of a college education and that 'AMerican

higher education is well worth what it costs,' (p;449)

What's Wrong with the Colleges

The question of 'what's wrong with the colleges' arose again in the

1960s, but in the conttxt of campus unrest and student activism. One major

investigation looked the true.extent of campus unrest at 427 institutions

across the country (Bayer & Astin, 1969). They surveyed representatives at

these institutions, and concluded that popular accounts of the 'crisis' at

colleges was misleading, that colleges were responding to student protest in

a meaningful way, that these institutions were not in fact "coming apart it

the eams," and that dissent and protest were not likely to go away in the

near future. The results of this study, conducted by the AMerican Council on

Ed6cation (ACE) were further analyzed in The Power of Protest, (Astin, Astin,

Bayer, & Bisonti; 1975). These authors also analyzed longitudinal survey

data, population trends over time, personal interviews, and case studies. They
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were able to theorize as to causes of the rise of student protest in the late

1960s and 1970s, and also forcasted itt dedlinei

In the 1960s, the qUettioh 'What's wrong with college has again

surfaced. Three major reports were produced in 1984 ahd 1985; The first,

IftkOlVement in Learning (Study Group on the COnditions of Excellence in

American Higher Education, 1984), Cited a Series of warning signals indicating

that the quality of undergraduate education had declined. Recommendations were

given based on three conditions of excellence: student involvement, high

expectations; and assessment and feedback. In To Reclaim a Leaacm, Bennett

(1984) claimed that few college graduates receive adequate education in

Western culture and civilization, and that graduates ari shortchanged in the

humanities. Chiding colleges for losing a clear senSe of the purpose of

education, Bennett offers recommendations to improve the stature of humanities

in higher education. The third report, litestrity_tn_the_Sal,

charged that the bachelor's degree has become virtually meaningleSt, and urged

college and university faculty members to take the lead in restoring

'coherence' to the curriculum.

One response to the questions raised was offered by Derek Bok,

President of Harvard, who addressed the concerns presented in the three

reports (1986). Like Flexner, he first compared the American system of higher

education to its counterparts in other countries. Bok concluded that the

American system has the F .antage of being competitive, decentralized, and

consequently, adaptable. Citing the reports urging for reform, he urged

professors to formulate common.goals and to work together to achieve them, and

to determine student progress toward these goals. The difficulty of measuring

many broad educational goals wasacknowledged, but Bok insisted that it is

essential and that more sophisticated measures be developed and used. He

concluded:
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Skeptitt will reply that education is an inscrutable process and that
the methods of the social sciences are too fallible to enable these
efforts to proceed very fari Such stateMents have a Self-fulfilling
quality. TO believe therii is to depriVe ourselves of the chance ever to
proceed by an intelligent process of trial and error to imporve the
quality of teaching and learning (p. 64).

Related Areas of Study

Although we have already left the past in discus-sing these more recent
studies; a study of the history of assessment turns up wany more interesting
studies and questions than can be included in this brief paper. Today's
assessment activities have been greatly influenced by the development of
several different areas: ptychological testing', the establishment Of the
educational evaluatiOn and institUtional researth professions; and Of course
by the rapidly changing field of COMputer technology-; /t is usefUl to look at
these areas Separately as they relate to events and practices in higher
education.For a more complete investigation; readers are referred to Resniek
(1982, 1986) for a -history of teSting in higher education, tb Wirad and
Wilson (1985) and Marcleroad (1980) for hittOrical accountt Of program
evaluation in higher education; and to Peterson (1985) and Finther (1985) for .

accounts Of the development of institutional researth. There are many other
questions; studies; and researchert not discussed in this paper. WOW-ever; it .

is now time to tUrn to the role of assessment in higher educatiOn today.

The Present Status of Assessment in Higher Education

Within higher education today; assessment has tOme to have bOth narrow
and broad connotations. The narrow connotation refers to determining the
outcomes of a college education using standardized tests such as the ACT=COMP

15
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or GRE exams. The ,broad definition encompasses many types of measures and

methods, used to assess Students at several points in time, from the time they

ente tb the tithe they exit from an institution. The term is applied both to

ihdiVidual students and to cohorts of Students, as well as to programs and

institiutions. In the over prepared for the American Association of Highe

Education (AAHE) COhferende on assessment in higher education, Hartlt (1965)

distinguished betWeen six separate but overlapping assessment activities;

These are:

1. Using multiple measures and observers to track student's intellectual

and personal growth over an extended period of time.

2; State-Mandated requiPements for evaluating students and/or academic

programs.

3. A shorthand Way of focusing on the 'value added by oostsecondail

edUtatibh (using pre and post=tests to measure the gains ih general

educatiOn and skills);

4; General standardized testing (eig; ETS and ACT);

5. A way of makitg decisions about funding by rewarding itiStitUtiOht for

performance on established criteria;

6. Measuring changes in student attitudes and values.

It is entirely possible that the same types of data may be gathered and used

for more than one of these activities; Two excellent sources of information on

testing services and exemplary assessment programs at different institutions

are Ewell (1984) and Harris (1985).

As mentioned earlier, in the report of the Study Group on the Conditions

of Excellence in American Higher Education, Iniojien (1984),

assessment and feedback is listed as one of three conditions of excellence.



The recommendation is Made that assessment and feedbatk should be regular and

periodic* and shOdld be used to improve learning and increase stddent

involvement. Institutions are charged with not only stating their

Wectations and standards bUt for assessing the degree to which those ends

have been met. The authort ttate:

We believe that assessment c&n be used to increase student involvement

and to clarify expectations if it is designed to measure improvements in

performance, and if'the information so gathered is fed back to students,

faculty, and administrators as the basis for making changes in

individual effort, program content, and instructiona methods (p.22).

Our review of history deftnttrates that educatort and researchers for many

years have been concerned with assessment issues. It is now our job to become

better informed and to learn what We can from the past, in our quest for

answers to todays questions.

17
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Table 1

Assessment Questions in American Higher Education

Questions Source

irriculum Should the curriculum be changed? Yale Report (1928) in
Hofstadter (1961)

Wayland (1842)

How effective is the curriculum? Committee on Educational
Research, University of
_Minnesota, (1937, 1941)
Eckert (1943)
Executive Committee of the
Cooperative Study in
General Education (1947)

Dressel (1949)
Bloom (1950)

tudents Who should go to college? Learned & Wood (1938)
President's Commission on
Higher Education (1947)

what are the cutcomes of a college
education? Pace (1941)

Eckert (1943)

How do students change during college? Sanford (1962, 1966)
Feldman t Newcomb (1969)
Astin (1977)

_

What is the value of a college education? Bowen (1977)

What is the nature of the student's
experience? Pace (1983)

Dllege What's wrong with the collegiate system? Flexner (1908)

What's causing campus unrest? Bayer &-Astin (1969)
Astin, AStin,Aayer, &

Bisconti (1969)

How should higher education be improved? Bennett (1984)
Study Group on Conditions
of Excellence (1984)

Associ-,tion of American
Coli.ges (1985)
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